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1 on the complexity of ressler’s past

2 my recent (admittedly non-scientific)

-

survey of BBc reporting on climate

work in relation to activist forms,

change and global warming yielded

see yates mckee, “reactivating
Productivism,” in: The Journal of

the following observations: the news

2

Aesthetics and Protest 1:2, august

platform commonly reports on climate

2003.

change by simply amplifying what
conservative government officials
say about climate change (exemplary
of what glen greenwald calls

-

“stenographic journalism” completely

-

-

void of independence and criticality);

-

reported “solutions” to climate change
threats generally come from within the
framework of neoliberal capitalism,
free-market and growth-economy
assumptions; articles frequently excitedly

3

portray geoengineering techno-fixes as
modes of adaptation (implicitly accepting
a future of climate change); and there
is never any mention of anti- or non-

-

capitalist initiatives, such as degrowth
and deglobalization proposals from ecosocialist or other unconventional sources.

1

see, for instance, “how Broadcast news
covered climate change in the last

-

five years,” January 16, 2014, http://

4

mediamatters.org.
For A Completely Different Climate,
3-channel slide installation (detail), 2008,
courtesy galleria artra, milan

We do not focus on one issue but have a systemic critique of the problem. the

3 for a devastating critique of such an

problem is with the growth paradigm. the kyoto Protocol established an emissions

capitalism: the god that failed,” in:

approach, see richard smith, “green
Truthout, 9 January 2014, http://www.

trading system that has had no discernible impact on emissions reductions. since

-

the kyoto Protocol was signed, the global carbon emissions have exceeded the

truth-out.org/news/item/21060-greencapitalism-the-god-that-failed.

worst-case scenario of the iPcc [intergovernmental Panel on climate change].

4 see Donella h. meadows, et al., The

-

emissions trading has had no discernable impact on actual carbon emissions,

Limits to Growth: A Report for the Club
of Rome’s Project on the Predicament of

but it has created a market. By 2020, the global market for carbon emissions is

Mankind, london: earth island, 1972.

projected to be worth 2,000 billion dollars.

5 the notion that “the market is in

-

human nature” is a proposition that

-

-

fredric Jameson once said “cannot be
allowed to stand unchallenged,” arguing
that the contestation of this ideology—
the idea that the market is our second
nature, a given, a biological fact—is
“the most crucial terrain of ideological
struggle in our time.” While it has been
more than twenty years since he wrote
these words, the situation has only
become more pronounced, and its stakes
all the greater. see fredric Jameson,

-

Postmodernism; or, The Cultural Logic
of Late Capitalism, Durham, nc: Duke

5

university Press, 1991, 263.

-

6 fredric Jameson, “future city,” in:
New Left Review 21, may-June 2003.
6
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10 such language may sound alarmist,

7 see http://www.ressler.at/for_a_
completely_different_climate/.

but in fact it is employed guardedly by

10

scientific bodies. see, most recently,

8 see “approaches against the fossil

nafeez ahmed, “nasa-funded study:

fuel fundamentalism: an interview

industrial civilisation headed for

with oliver ressler by Dorian Batycka,

‘irreversible collapse’?” Guardian, 14

with an intervention by mike Watson,”

mar, 2014, http://www.theguardian.

July 5, 2013, accompanying ressler’s

for a broader picture of one potential

participation in the maldives Pavilion

dystopian future, see christian Parenti,

of the venice Biennale of 2013, http://

Tropic of Chaos: Climate Change and the

maldivespavilion.com/blog/interview-

New Geography of Violence, new york:

leave-it-in-the-ground-by-oliver-ressler/.

nation Books, 2011.
11 see David graeber, “it is value that

7

9 for a wider consideration of this

Brings universes into Being,” in: HUA:

term, see my guest-edited special issue
of Third Text (January 2013) on the
subject of “contemporary art and the

Journal of Ethnographic Theory 3/2,

-

8

2013, pp.219-43.

Politics of ecology.” on contemporary
economysticism, see Philippe Pignarre
and isabelle stengers, Capitalist Sorcery:
Breaking the Spell, trans. andrew
goffey, new york: Palgrave macmillan,
2011.
9

-

-

in

11

-

-

For A Completely Different Climate,
lightbox, 80 x 110 cm, 2008, courtesy
galleria artra, milan

the united nations has estimated that all but one of its emergency appeals for
humanitarian aid in 2007 were climate related. already now climate change

-

adversely affects 300 million people per year, killing 300,000 of them. an
estimated 50 million people have already been displaced by the effects of climate
change, and the numbers will escalate in years to come. a study from columbia
university’s center for international earth science information network projects
700 million climate refugees will be on the move by 2050.
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12 see the introductory essay of
gregory sholette and oliver ressler,

-

“unspeaking the grammar of finance,”
in: It’s the Political Economy, Stupid: The
Global Financial Crisis in Art and Theory,
ed. gregory sholette and oliver ressler,
london: Pluto Press, 2013, pp. 8-13.
13 on the history and theory of

12

neoliberalism—which represents the
integrated system of free-market
deregulation, privatization, and the
defunding of social welfare and public
institutions that defines advanced global
capitalism—see David harvey, A Brief

-

History of Neoliberalism, oxford: oxford

-

university Press, 2005.
14 see in particular, chris Williams,
Ecology and Socialism: Solutions to
Capitalist Ecological Crisis, london:
haymarket, 2010.
15 ressler compiles his own related
list in the maldives Pavilion interview:

13

Focus on Companies,

“there are several examples for anticapitalist struggles and practices with

-

digital print on aluminium,

articulated focuses on ecological issues
that already go back many years, and

54 x 74 cm, 2000

i believe there is no way to call them
opportunistic: the self-government of the
zapatistas in the lacondonian forests
in chiapas, the guardia indígena of the
nasa in the south of columbia against
the timber and mining industry, the
transnational activities of the peasant
organization via campesina, murray

-

Bookchin’s attempts to initiate ecological

14

and self-managed communities in
the u.s., the aforementioned climate
camp movement in the uk, germany

-

and elsewhere, to name just a few.
all these are clearly anti-capitalist and

-

ecologically oriented at the same time,
not because of opportunism, but because

-

of an understanding that a serious

-

implementation of ecological principles
will have to shred the free-market
ideology that has dominated the global

15

economy for more than three decades,

-

as a serious response to climate change
requires the break of every rule in the
free-market playbook.”

-

-
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16 for an excellent starting point for
the proposed platform for such a social

t. J. deMOs

movement, see naomi klein, “capitalism
vs. the climate,” in: The Nation, 9
november, 2011, http://www.thenation.
com/article/164497/capitalism-vs-

-

climate: “We will need to rebuild the
public sphere, reverse privatizations,
re-localize large parts of economies,
scale back overconsumption, bring back
long-term planning, heavily regulate and
tax corporations, maybe even nationalize
some of them, cut military spending and

-

recognize our debts to the global south.”

16

-

-

-

100 Jahre Treibhauseffekt

-

(100 years of greenhouse effect),
billboard, 1996

Leave It in the Ground

installation view:

(think the impossible),

100 Jahre Treibhauseffekt,

leD light box, 84,1 x 59,4 cm, 2014

salzburger kunstverein, 1996
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